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Abstract: The world is developing an app that alerts my smartphone when a COVID-19 (COrona
VIrus Disease 19) confirmed case comes near me. However, regardless of what will be put to practical
use first, the COVID-19 tracking system should satisfy the issues of legalization of location tracking
and scalability as a public platform used by the world. Additional problems need solutions related
to real-time authentication for information gathering, blind naming and privacy of tracked persons,
and quality of service on the Query/Reply procedure. This paper proposes the Software-Defined
Networking Controller-centric global public platform to monitor and track information for the
COVID-19 relevant people and provide real-time information disclosure services to world-wide
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDCs) and regular users. The CDC manages a list of
people who needs to be monitored related to the COVID-19 and forcibly installs COVID-19 virtual
Internet of Things (vIoT) nodes in the form of applications on their smartphones. In addition to
these nodes, the vIoT support nodes also engage as information providers to improve the quality of
information services. The design of our platform aims to ensure confidentiality and authentication
services giving individually different secret keys. In addition, our platform meets system scalability
and reduces Query/Reply latency, where the platform accommodates a large number of world-wide
CDCs and persons in control per CDC.
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1. Introduction

https://dx.doi.org/10.3390/electronics

The world is now developing an app that alerts my smartphone when a COVID-19
(COrona VIrus Disease 19) confirmed case comes within 5 m of me. This application can
use the technology of either the distributed method or the centralized method.
It is not difficult to participate in a distributed warning network. First, let us look
at the distributed method. Placing this decentralized application on my smartphone
means that I am participating as a member of the distributed warning network as a node.
Download one of the distributed warning network software packages via the web, install
the program, find and connect to at least one other node belonging to this network group,
and become a member node of the group. Suppose that my smartphone has joined as
a configuration node of the distributed warning network as node A. To see if there are
any COVID-19 confirmed cases around me, hit the “corona” keyword, and my current
location and corona keyword information. Then, Node A sends the “Query” message to
the nearest neighbor node. Upon receiving this message, the neighbor node first searches
through the information it is holding, then informs Node A of the corresponding one, if any,
and then sends the “Query” request to another node. This “Query” message spreads as the
wave spreads by repeating the same process for the node receiving this. As a result, only
one “Query” message can quickly spread to thousands of smartphones, Any node that
receives the replied information about the presence of a COVID-19 confirmed case informs
Node A of this information. Then, anyone can use the information that other people know
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and store as my information when I need it. The key here is how to handle the source
of information. A person who is a COVID-19 confirmed case who informs himself of his
location has a problem participating in this distributed warning network and acting as a
source information provider [1,2].
On the other hand, the operation of the centralized application is smooth [3,4]. In particular, it is easy for the government to manage. A large computer in the center keeps track
of all COVID-19 confirmed cases and their current location. If a person wants it, the central
computer is ready to provide the information in the form of a client-server type of web
service. It has the advantage for the centralized application to establish a database dealing
with the centrally forced COVID-19 confirmed case list and their current location information. However, privacy concerns link to the bigger problem. The centralized approach has
to solve the privacy problem.
Apple (AAPL) and Google (GOOGL) are jointly developing this app, which seems to
prefer a distributed method [5].
Pan-European Privacy-Preserving Proximity Tracing (PEPP-PT) is said to have already
developed a centralized approach [6]. We will see what will be put to practical use first.
This paper places a point on the following seven issues to develop the world-wide
public service system of the COVID-19 relevant information that the ordinary users, as well
as Center for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) institutions, use together.
•

•

•

Legalization of location tracking: South Korea’s large-scale diagnosis of COVID19 suspects and the unveiling of a full moving line of COVID-19 confirmed cases
surprised world health experts [7,8]. In 2015, after the Mers (Middle east respiratory
syndrome) crisis, South Korea institutionalized tracking the path of the infected [9].
Since then, it is now possible for health authorities to use location information without
their consent, if necessary, for preventing infection. It is essential to establish a location
tracking system based on the safety plates to track the suspected legally. This paper is
based on the following legal aspects: the Center for Disease Control and Prevention
(CDC) manages a list of people who needs to be monitored related to the COVID-19
and forcibly installs virtual Internet of Things (vIoT) nodes in the form of applications
on their smartphones.
Public platforms used by the world: In the unpredictable circumstances of COVID19’s cause and development, organizations operating under secret central control,
which hides some information, have exposed instability and failed to help overcome
the COVID-19 crisis. Secrecy and authoritarianism may be useful in preventing the
explosive distribution of false information, but they cannot contribute to the spread of
viruses effectively. Therefore, transparent and open CDCs should manage infected
suspects. However, they still make their tracking information public locally and
individually. Consequently, it is necessary to build a global public platform that can
capture them.
Real-time authentication and reliability of information: Even though Singapore and
Hong Kong announced fewer than 100 COVID-19 confirmed cases, there was civil
unrest. However, there have been no such situations in South Korea despite a surge
in confirmed numbers. South Korea had maintained stable social functions even
when the number of infected people reached their peak. The reason for this is that
South Korea’s Director of Disease Control and Health Authorities have given them
a detailed and transparent briefing on the information, giving them confidence that
they are in control of the situation. However, they gave intelligence briefings once
every 24 h as frequently as they can. The background of releasing information every
24 h is the product of the era of offline newspapers. Information should be collected
immediately on an online basis. When ordinary users request the information they
need, they should receive the disclosure service of that information as fast as possible.
For these services to be successful, the information collection and this authentication
should occur at the same time. In addition, the reliability of the newly collected
information must be able to be proven in real-time.
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•

•

•

•

Blind naming of infected persons: The real-time tracking of confirmed cases and
suspected infections is possible now because everyone has a smartphone connected
to the Internet. However, their personal information should be protected thoroughly.
A different approach to naming is necessary [10,11]. The authority responsible for
tracking them can give each of them a different conceptual identifier that is the same
as a number assigned to the Internet of Things device. This blind id enables one to
prevent hackers from inferring the identity information corresponding to this number,
even if they secretly obtain this identifier number.
Confidentiality: The privacy information of the confirmed cases, person suspected of
infection, or person in need of management should be encrypted and stored using a
secret key that is granted separately for each individual. With a large number of CDCs
distributed around the world and enough people to manage per CDC, the platform
should provide a security management service that allows individuals to use different
secret keys for each individual [1,12–14].
Scalability: The platform should provide real-time disclosure services for the COVID19-related tracking information to any CDC and anyone in the world in the same way
as a DNS (Domain Name System) provides name-address conversion services in HTTP
communications in real-time. It is a prerequisite that the platform should be able to
accommodate enough people to manage per CDC as well as a large number of CDCs
distributed around the world. So, the data structure that the platform handles must be
concise and straightforward so that the scalability of the system can be satisfied [15].
Latency: Currently, the person gets to figure global COVID-19 cases out based on data
provided by the World Health Organization (WHO). In addition, they usually get to
know Global COVID-19 case trends based on WHO data. However, it takes time for
the WHO to gather reliable, comprehensive data. It should also go beyond the official
statistical data presentation method. It is necessary to send a query on an individual
basis and receive a reply to the information service in real-time. The time it takes to
complete the Query/Reply process in a global public service must be faster to satisfy
the Quality of Service to the users [16].

This paper proposes the SDNC (Software-Defined Networking Controller)-centric
global public platform to monitor and track information for the COVID-19 relevant people
who are infected and suspected and provide real-time information disclosure services to
world-wide CDCs and regular users. The design of our platform aims to ensure confidentiality and authentication services using individually different Diffie–Hellman (DH)
secret keys for real-time information delivery. This paper argues that the world must
use the same platform. This paper also seeks to satisfy system scalability and reduce
Query/Reply latency where the platform accommodates a large number of world-wide
CDCs and persons in control per CDC.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces related works.
Section 3 explains the proposed platform architecture with vIoTs, CDCs, and SDNC.
In Section 4, this paper explains SDNC-centric tracking and real-time information services
which the platform provides. Section 5 discusses how the proposed platform satisfies the
seven issues addressed in the introduction section. This paper concludes in Section 6.
2. Related Works
Knowledge of the quantity and quality of apps related to coronavirus disease (COVID19) is lacking. [17] performed an observational, cross-sectional, descriptive study of all
smartphone apps associated with COVID-19. Between 27 April and 2 May 2020, they
searched the App Store (iOS) and Google Play Store (Android) for COVID-19 apps.
The searched data were classified into the following categories: news, general information, self-diagnosis, contact tracing, notices to contacts, notification of close cases, awareness, helplines, monitoring of clinical parameters, recording of symptoms and treatment,
and messaging with health care professionals. They concluded that the apps’ most common
purposes are providing information on the numbers of infected, recovered, and deceased
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patients, recording symptoms, and contacting tracing rather than real-time tracking and
monitoring COVID-19 cases.
Center for health security at Johns Hopkins announced a national plan to save lives,
reduce COVID-19’s burden on our healthcare system, ease strict social distancing measures,
and confidently make progress toward returning to work and school [18]. They suggested
that the United States must implement a robust and comprehensive system to identify all
COVID-19 cases and trace all close contacts of each identified case. According to their estimation, if one person spreads the virus to three others, that first positive case can turn into
more than 59,000 cases in 10 rounds of infections. COVID-19 is already spreading through
communities across the United States. Therefore, a case-based intervention approach will
be impossible to achieve for COVID-19 without a new national initiative that combines a
massive expansion of rapid diagnostic tests with the adoption of new technologies to case
identification and contact tracing in each state. To manage COVID-19 epidemics from now
on, communities in the United States need:
•
•

Rapid diagnostic tests for all symptomatic cases or those with reasonable suspicion of
COVID-19 exposure.
The ability to trace all contacts of reported cases.

To accomplish this goal requires actions that the federal, state, and local governments
and other organizations must take to stand up for these capabilities as quickly as possible.
Moreover, the second solution to monitoring and tracking issue is urgent.
Countries have been employing a variety of means to enable contact tracing. In Israel,
legislation was passed to allow the government to track people’s mobile-phone data
with suspected infection [19]. In South Korea, the government has maintained a public
database of known patients, including information about their age, gender, occupation,
and travel routes [20]. In Taiwan, medical institutions were given access to patients’ travel
histories [21], and authorities track phone location data for anyone under quarantine [22].
Furthermore, on 20 March 2020, the Singaporean government released a mobile phone
app, TraceTogether, designed to help health officials track down exposures after an infected
individual is identified. However, there are important privacy implications of the existence
of such tracking apps. While Singapore’s TraceTogether app protects users’ privacy from
each other, it has serious privacy concerns concerning the government’s access to the data.
This document discusses these privacy issues [23]:
•
•

Appropriate privacy tradeoffs can be obtained so that people can be willing to endure
for the sake of public health.
With sufficient computational resources and the use of cryptographic protocols, appbased contact tracing can be accomplished without completely sacrificing privacy.

This application’s use is limited because it relies on direct contact tracing using
Bluetooth proximity networks without using any location data. Even though they begin
to use private messaging systems, increasing privacy remains as future work. They agree
that there is a long way to adopt a contact tracing app globally. For example, the scalability
of the data structures used in the servers may become a major issue when the number of
infected individuals and public users rises.
The tracking system can use blockchain-based Ethereum smart contracts and oracles
to track reported data related to the number of new cases, deaths, and recovered cases
obtained from trusted sources [24]. Numbers such as positive and negative tests, patients
hospitalized, deaths, hospital beds occupied, ventilator shortfalls, etc. allow the officials
and public to track the progress of COVID-19 in real-time. However, these numbers pose a
major problem as decisions based on such data are often imperfect and incomplete. Thus,
tracking apps’ introduction becomes necessary and valuable to prevent the spread of this
virus and maintain data quality and integrity. Furthermore, tracking valid data is vital to
monitor the progress of the pandemic. Tech giants, researchers, and healthcare officials
started using contact-tracing mobile apps that use Bluetooth-based proximity tracing
or geolocation tracking functionality to track COVID-19 cases [25,26]. However, data
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available online may not be perfect as it is susceptible to data manipulation. They argue
that blockchain technology can revolutionize the way to track COVID-19 cases. They focus
on the benefits of implementing a blockchain-based solution over a traditional centralized
solution in various aspects, including data handling, quality assurance, fault tolerance, etc.
It introduces immutability and data provenance while removing a single point of failure
in the system. Even though blockchain has great potential in combating the COVID-19
outbreak, a critical challenge must be considered. The tracking data traffic becomes bulky
as the number of transactions increases every day. Every node on the blockchain has to
store all validated transactions, and this becomes an obstacle as there is a restriction on
the block size and time interval used to create a new block. Current blockchain platforms
process only a few transactions per second, which becomes problematic as millions of
transactions are needed to be processed in real-time. Since the block size is limited, this
causes some transactions to be delayed so much. As a result, this latency issue makes
the blockchain-based tracking platform not suitable from the viewpoints of scalability
and latency.
The latency issue makes it difficult to realize the blockchain-based tracking platform.
In addition, blockchains demand high bandwidth and expensive computational power.
Therefore, blockchains are not completely suitable for most resource-constrained IoT
devices meant for smart cities. However, a blockchain-based solution has been tried to
solve the security and privacy problems of medical data. A modified blockchain model
was proposed suitable for IoT devices to rely on its distributed nature and other additional
privacy and security properties of the blockchain network [27]. That solution makes IoT
application data and transactions more secure and anonymous over a blockchain-based
network. Blockchain can help create a single database to collect data during clinical trials
and allow patients’ data security. In [28], they combine the Internet of Medical Devices
(IoMT) applications and blockchain technology in healthcare for patients’ data analysis
and research about adequate medication. A remote patient monitoring system using IoT
devices has been proposed [29]. The paper presents the benefits and practical obstacles to
blockchain-based security approaches focused on IoT and remote patient monitoring.
In [30], they present a holistic vision of IoT-enabled smart communities utilizing
various IoT devices, applications, and relevant technologies, which have the potential to
be a breakthrough in efforts to control and fight against the current pandemic situation.
IoT is an emerging field of research, along with the ubiquitous availability of smart technologies, as well as increased risks of infectious disease spread through the globalization
and interconnection of the world necessitates its use for predicting, From the perspective
of monitoring and tracking to prevent COVID-19, their design is limited to implement
a Remote Patient Monitoring (RPM) use case within the E-Health domain very relevant
to COVID-19 patients in home isolation and enforcing the quarantine. It is expected that
smart cities and Intelligent Transportation System (ITS) technology will host a range of
data-driven services together with deployed sensors to assist in the early detection of
such COVID-19 outbreaks [31]. This article focuses on proposing a novel architecture and
several use-cases that can be developed to create a smart city and ITS inspired data-driven
system, which can be used to effectively and timely enforce social distancing community
measures and optimize the use of resources in critical situations.
Compared to several existing approaches to using technology to control the spread of
COVID-19, this paper’s scope is as follows.
•
•
•
•

We design a global platform focusing on monitoring and tracking to prevent COVID-19.
A virtual Internet of Things (vIoT) node can be a confirmed case or a suspected infection.
CDC forcibly installs virtual vIoT nodes in the form of applications on their smartphones.
CDC controls the vIoT nodes for a list of people who need monitoring and tracking in
its control range.
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

SDNC is a centralized center that collects location-related information sent from vIoT
nodes under all the distributed CDCs’ control.
Each vIoT node is responsible for updating location-related information into SDNC.
An individual vIoT’s secret key is created and provided by its CDC.
Each vIoT node uses the secret key to update location-related information to SDNC.
SDNC generates and uses the secret key in real-time when it receives the update
message.
CDC can monitor the location-related information about the vIoT nodes under its
control.
Unlike vIoT nodes, the ordinary user can obtain limited information from the SNDC
without a secret key.
An ordinary user can reach SDNC and obtain necessary information except for privacyrelated data even though the user does not maintain any security associations

3. Platform Architecture with vIoTs, CDCs and SDNC
One of the key ideas of this paper is to solve how all COVID-19 information providers
operate with different secret keys. The platform participants are vIoT, CDC, SDNC, and information consumers (ordinary users). This platform consists of vIoT participating as an
information provider, the CDC assisting in maintaining a link between VIoT and SDNC,
and the SDNC, which provides means to allow information consumers to receive information provided by the information provider in real-time.
3.1. Basics of the Proposed Security Management
Privacy of personal information is an essential factor in the public platform. An individual vIoT’s secret key is created and provided by its CDC. Each vIoT node uses the secret
key to update location-related information to SDNC. Then, SDNC generates and uses the
secret key in real time whenever it receives this update. The SDNC has security association
information for each CDC to create a volume of DH keys requested by the CDC. Therefore,
the CDC can monitor the RR information about the vIoT nodes under its control. Unlike
vIoT nodes, the ordinary user can obtain limited information from the SNDC without a
secret key.
Suppose the CDC and SDNC wish to exchange a group of keys. Here, the total number
of secret keys is equal to the number of people the CDC needs to manage. CDC selects N
random integers, that is, Secret Value Table (SVT) [XD,1 , XD,2 , XD,2 , · · · , XD,N ] and computes N corresponding blind values, that is, Blind Value Table (BVT) [YD,1 , YD,2 , YD,2 , · · · ,
YD,N ] where YD,i = α XD,i mod q, i = 1, 2, 3, · · · , N. In the DH cryptography system, a set
of global public elements includes a large prime number of q and α integer, which is the
primitive root of q. Each CDC uses a set of different global parameters for the DH key
exchange. The secret key can be any value within the range [1, q − 1]. Assuming that
Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) is used for the symmetric encryption algorithm,
the size of the prime number q needs to be as much as 128 bits. Similarly, the SDNC
independently selects N random integers, that is, SVT [XS,1 , XS,2 , SD,2 , · · · , XS,N ] and
computes N corresponding blind values, that is, BVT [YS,1 , YS,2 , YS,2 , · · · , YS,N ] where
YS,i = α XS,i mod q, i = 1, 2, 3, · · · , N. Each side keeps the SVT private and makes the
BVT available publicly to the other side. After the mutual exchange of BVTs, the CDC
computes the ith DH key as K D,i = YS,i XD,i mod q and the SDN computes the ith DH key
as KS,i = YD,i XS,i mod q. These two calculations produce identical results. All sensitive
personal information handled by the SDN platform is encrypted with a DH secret key for
the individual. For the ith person who the CDC manage, CDC and vIoT node of the person
use K D,i while SDNC uses KS,i for that person. For privacy purposes, both CDC and SDN
platform manage COVID-19 relevant persons with the identifier of the CDC-side blind
value, that is, YD,i for the ith person.
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3.2. Platform Structure Based on Software-Defined Networking Controller
The CDC manages a list of people who needs to be monitored related to the COVID-19
and forcibly installs vIoT nodes in the form of applications on their smartphones. Then,
a vIoT node can be a confirmed case or a suspected infection. Regardless of privacy, this
is a social obligation to those who are controlled by the CDC. A large number of CDCs
can exist worldwide, and each CDC controls the vIoT nodes for a list of people who need
monitoring and tracking in its control range. As shown in Figure 1, for a vIoT node,
its wallet maintains two types of records: SA (Security Association) and RR (Resource
Record). The SA record, which the CDC provides via offline transmission, contains the
same content as the corresponding entry stored in the CDC’s SADB. So, the size of the
CDC’s SADB comes to the total number of people in its control. The RR in the vIoT wallet,
which is always up to date, maintains consistency with the corresponding entry stored in
the SDNC’s RRDB. Then, SDNC is a centralized center that collects RR information from
distributed information providers (vIoT nodes) under all the distributed CDCs’ control.
While each vIoT node is responsible for updating an RR in RRDB at SDNC, an ordinary
user can reach the RRDB at SDNC and obtain necessary RRs except for the privacy-related
data even though the user does not maintain any security associations.
SA
ID

SVD

BVD

BVS

CASEi

XD,i

YD,i

YS,i

RR
vIoT node ID

ID

Type

YD,i

CASEi

C

vIoT
SA, RR

.

vIoT
SA, RR

IP

GPS

IPCASEi GPSCASEi

.

.

SADB
MIDB
SDNC

Internet

SADB
MIDB

. . .

vIoT(SN*)
SA, RR

vIoT(SN*)
SA, RR

.

.

SADB
RRDB

.

SA
ID

SVD

BVD

BVS

Driverj

XD,j

YD,j

YS,j

RR
vIoT node ID
YD,j

ID

Type

IP

GPS

Driverj PT** IPDriverj GPSDriverj

* SN: Support Node

** PT: Public Transport

Figure 1. Two different vIoTs as COVID-related nodes and support nodes.

vIoT may operate differently for support purposes. For example, one can take advantage of the VIoT support node in the area of public transport. The CDC requires public
transport bus drivers to mount vIoT nodes on the driver’s smartphones and establish
security relationships in the same way as COVID-related vIoT nodes. At this time, the Type
field value of the RR data is PT (Public Transport). Then, whenever the driver drives
the bus and changes its location, his location information is reported to the SDNC. If a
passenger traveling by bus wants to know whether the COVID-related person is on the bus
he or she is riding, they send the query to the SDNC. If there is a COVID person on the bus,
SDNC will let the passenger know about this. If no COVID person is on board, the SDNC
will also respond to the situation. Of course, suppose the SDNC can search for RR entries
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that change in the same pattern as the driver’s position information. In that case, it will
allow the passenger to see in real-time the COVID-related situation in the moving vehicle.
The tasks performed by the vIoT wallet software usually include:
•
•
•
•

Get an SA from its CDC and install it. The CDC is responsible for its revocation.
Track its location-related status such as current IP address and GPS data when
it moves.
Renew its RR based on the changed location-related status.
Register the renewed RR to the SDNC immediately in any change of the current RR.

The CDC is usually a national center for disease control and prevention. As indicated
in Figure 2, CDC maintains two types of databases: SADB (SA Database) and MIDB
(Medical Information Database). The one is for security management, and the other is for
managing medical information. In SADB, each entry is an SA containing security variables
that enable both CDC and SNDC to compute the same secret key for a certain vIoT. The
tasks performed by the CDC software usually include:
•

•

•

•

Request to generate all SADB entries at a time to the SDNC. An SA contains Diffie–
Hellman (DH) parameters necessary to determine the resultant DH key. The key is
applied to encrypt sensitive information in RRs. The field value of “vIoT node ID”
identifies each SA.
Maintain SADB entries that tell which SA to use to apply to decipher an encrypted
part of a given RR. An SA specifies the same DH key applied between the CDC and
SDNC as well as vIoT and SDNC. The field value of “vIoT node ID” indicates a specific
SA among SADB entries.
Maintain MIDB entries. The field value of “vIoT node ID” identifies the medical status
information related to a specific person in need of care. The CDC gives him (or her)
a unique management number (“ID”) and classes it according to its severity. Each
can belong to one of a confirmed case group (C), self-isolation group (S), those who
need observation (O). The field of “Type” classifies a specific group. This field also
includes PT (Public Transportation) to specify the vIoT support node. People with
COVID-19 can experience mild to severe respiratory illness. The field of “Medical information ” (*** in Figure 2) can explain COVID-19-related symptoms or combinations
of symptoms.
Query the RRDB in the SDNC and analyze the dynamical behaviors of the people under monitoring.

SDNC (Software-Defined Networking Controller) provides a platform for vIoT nodes,
CDCs, and smartphone users. SDNC handles two types of databases: SADB and RRDB.
Because SADB in SDNC is associated with that in the CDC, two calculations to generate
DH keys in CDC and SDNC produce identical results. It is RR in RRDB that tracks the
movement status of each person under monitoring. The field of “ID” keeps encrypted in
RRDB with a DH secret key for the individual. The tasks performed by the SDNC software
usually include:
•
•
•
•

Maintain SADB entries generated as results of BVT exchange procedures initiated by
the CDC.
Calculate the DH key using the SA, which the field value of “vIoT node ID” points
out, to encrypt sensitive information in RRs.
Maintain RRDB entries and updates them when the “Update RR” messages arrive
from vIoT nodes.
Send the corresponding RRs matched after receiving queries from the CDC and normal
users, in response.
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Figure 2. Databases handled by CDC and SDNC.

4. SDNC-Centric Tracking and Real-Time Information Services
The proposed platform is using a centralized approach based on the SDNC. However,
from the CDC perspective, it is a decentralized method. This section first offers a way of
linking the SADB settings between the CDC and SDNC and how the centralized SDNC
collects information from distributed information providers around the world. In addition,
it proposes a way to receive information from the information consumer perspective
in real-time.
4.1. Associating SADBs between CDC and SDNC
This paper uses a 128-bit DH key to give each CDC up to 2128 keys under its management. Considering the possible total number of keys where each CDC uses a different set
of global parameters for the DH key exchange, scalability in the space of the key can be
guaranteed, covering enough number of world-wide CDCs as well as a large number of
people managed by each CDC. If a CDC controls N vIoT nodes, the CDC needs to associate
N DH keys with SDNC. However, these DH key exchanges do not happen at the same
time. In addition, each DH key exchange between CDC and SDNC does not require a
real-time process.
As shown in Figure 3, CDC and SDNC wish to exchange a group of keys. Here,
the total number of secret keys, that is, N, is equal to the number of people the CDC
needs to manage. First, CDC selects N random integers to make Secret Value Table of
CDC (SVTD ) of [XD,1 , XD,2 , XD,2 , · · · , XD,N ] and computes N corresponding blind values
to make Blind Value Table of CDC (BVTD ) of [YD,1 , YD,2 , YD,2 , · · · , YD,N ] where YD,i =
a XD,i mod q, i = 1, 2, 3, · · · , N. Then, CDC sends Association Request with the information
of the identifiers (CASAE1 , CASAE2 , CASAE2 , · · · , CASAEN ) to SDNC. Receiving this
request, SDNC selects N random integers to make Secret Value Table of SDNC (SVTS )
of [XS,1 , XS,2 , XS,2 , · · · , XS,N ] and computes N corresponding blind values to make Blind
Value Table of SDNC (BVTS ) of [YS,1 , YS,2 , YS,2 , · · · , YS,N ] where YS,i = a XS,i mod q, i =
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1, 2, 3, · · · , N. After the association process is complete between CDC and SDNC, they
exchange their BVTs. As a result, CDC and SDNC maintain their own SADBs. Each SADB
entry (in this paper, this is called “SA”) is identified by the CDC-side blind value, that is,
the field value of “vIoT node ID”.

CDC (D)

SDNC (S)

SVTD
CDC
generates
SVTD.

CASE 1, X D,1
CASE 2, X D,2
CASE 3, X D,3

SVTS
CASE 1, X S,1
CASE 2, X S,2
CASE 3, X S,3

Association OK

CASE N, X S,N

...

CASE N, X D,N
CDC
computes
BVTD.

BVTD

Send BVTD
BVTS

CASE 1, Y D,1
CASE 2, Y D,2
CASE 3, Y D,3

CASE 1, Y S,1
CASE 2, Y S,2
CASE 3, Y S,3

Send BVTS

...

CASE N, Y D,N

...

Y D,k = ˞XD, k mod q

SDNC
generates
SVTS.

...

Association Req.
[Case 1, Case2, ˎ, Case N]

CASE m, Y S,N

SADB

SDNC
computes
BVTS.

Y S,k = ˞XS, k mod q

SADB

ID

SVTD

vIoT node ID

BVTS

ID

SVT S

BVT S

vIoT node ID

CASE1

XD,1

YD,1

YS,1

CASE1

XS,1

YS,1

YD,1

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

q, ˞ : Diffiee Hellman global parameters
SVT: Secret Value Table

BVT: Blind Value Table
CASE : CASE ID number

Figure 3. Associating Diffie–Hellman parameters between CDC and SDNC.

4.2. Updating an RR in RRDB at SDNC
If CDC considers that it is necessary to track a particular person, it assigns personal
three integers, which include [Identifier of the person in care (CASEi ), CDC-side secret
value (XD,i ), SDNC-side blind value (YS,i )], to the vIoT node that belongs to that person.
When the vIoT node receives this information, it computes its identifier, that is, its CDCside blind value, by using the equation of YD,i = a XD,i mod q. Now, the vIoT node begins
to maintain its SA record. Note that the person’s identifier, that is, CASEi , is independent
of that of the vIoT node. Then, the vIoT node computes its key as K D,i = YS,i XD,i mod q.
This key is used to encrypt the “ID” field of its RR as well as the Update RR message
to SDNC. Main role of the vIoT node includes track i) its location-related status such as
current IP address (IPCASEi ) and ii) GPS data when it moves (GPSCASEi ). As a result, vIoT
RR is always up to date because a person moves with his (or her) smartphone.
Each vIoT node is responsible for sending an Update RR message to the SDNC
when there is any change in its RR. When the SDNC receives the Update RR message
from a certain vIoT node, a real-time DH key computation is necessary to compute the
corresponding DH key. As shown in Figure 4, when any change in vIoT RR occurs, the vIoT
node sends the Update RR message to SDNC. This message contains the safe part encrypted
with the CDC-side key of K D,i , that is, E AES KD,i (YD,i , CASEi , IPCASEi , GPSCASEi ) as well
as its blind value of YD,i in a clear form. So, the attackers cannot decipher the Update
RR message. In addition, the blind value of YD,i in that message has no relation with the
person who owns this blind value. Receiving the Update RR message, SDNC first searches
SDNC-side secret value (XS,i ) corresponding to the blind value of YD,i from its SADB. Then,
the SDNC computes the DH key as KS,i = YD,i XS,i modq and carries out the AES-decryption
process of D AES KS,i ( E AES KD,i (YD,i , CASEi , IPCASEi , GPSCASEi )) using the SDNC-side key
of KS,i . The SDNC authenticates the sender of the Update RR message by checking if
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the decrypted value of YD,i equals to the blind value of YD,i in the message. Now, SDNC
updates YD,i -indexed entry in its RRDB.

CDC SADB
ID

SVTD

vIoT node ID

BVTS

CASEi

XD,i

YD,i

YS,i

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Virtual IoT node
(ID = Case # i)

CDC
(D)

Assigning personal
security information
(Off-line)

Y D,i = ˞XD, i mod q
K D,i = YS,i XD, i mod q

CASE i, X D,i, Y S,i

vIoT SA
ID

SV D

BVD

BVS

CASEi

XD,i

YD,i

YS,i

SDNC
(S)

SDNC SADB
ID

SVTS

BVTS

vIoT node ID

CASEi

XS,i

YS,i

YD,i

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

When Case #i changes its IP
address, it obtains GPS
position data (GPS CASEi).

v IoT RR
vIoT node ID

ID

Type

YD,i

CASEi

C

IP

GPS

IPCASEi GPSCASEi

Update RR
YD,i||EKD,i (Y D,i||CASE i||IPCASE i||GPS CASE i)

Look for XS,i
corresponding to
YD,i.

K S,i = YD,i XS, i mod q
DKS,i (E KD,i (CASE i||IPCASE i||GPS CASE i))

OK
Update RRDB.

Figure 4. Updating an RR in RRDB at SDNC.

4.3. Querying RRs Matched with the Index List
CDC obtains the necessary RR data from RRDB at SDNC via the Query/Reply mechanism like the DNS. When CDC sends the Query message to SDNC, it uses the “Index
List” that stands for a combined list of words such as the location information and the
types of the person CDC wants to observe. When the Query message arrives at SDNC,
it searches to find the RRs related to the requested index list. Figure 5 shows the example
case that “Query” matches two RRs: YD,i -indexed RR and YD,k -indexed RR. SDNC sends
these two RRs to CDC as the Reply message. Here, SDNC finds the information CDC
is looking for from RRDB and answers it without processing it. No processing significantly reduces SDNC’s computing load to handle queries and replies and also reduces the
amount of time spent on one time Query/Reply try from CDC viewpoints. When CDC
receives the Reply message, it first calculates the relevant keys (K D,i , K D,k ). Using these
keys, the CDC can decrypt the encrypted fields in the received RRs. Now, CDC analyzes
the replied information.
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Figure 5. Querying RRs matched with the index list.

4.4. Accessing RRDB from Normal Users Having No Security Associations
Ordinary users do not maintain any security associations. However, they can access
necessary RRs from RRDB at SDNC. Those users send the Query message to SDNC with
the “Index List” containing the location information and the types of the person he (or
she) wants to observe. When the Query message arrives at SDNC, it searches to find the
RRs related to the requested index list. Here, SDNC replies in the same way without
discriminating CDCs and ordinary users as Query senders. Figure 6 shows the example
case that “Query” matches two RRs: YD,m -indexed RR and YD,k -indexed RR. Here, SDNC
finds the information the user is looking for from RRDB and answers it without processing
it at all. SDNC sends these two RRs to the user as the Reply message. Receiving the RRs,
the Query sender neglects the encrypted fields in the received RRs. Now, it starts to analyze
the contents in all the cleared areas in the RRs.

Users

SDNC (S)
RRDB

SADB
ID

SVTD vIoT node ID

BVTS

vIoT node ID

ID

Type

YD,m

CASEm

C

.

.

.

YD,k

CASEk

S

.

.

.

None

IP

GPS

IPCASEm GPSCASEm
.

.

IPCASEk GPSCASEk
.

.

Query RRs with index list
Find the RRs related
to the requested
index list.

Reply RRs
x Cannot decrypt the
encrypted fields in the
received RRs.
x Still read cleared fields.
x Analyze the contents
in the cleared fields.

For example:
YD,m-indexed RR and YD,k-indexed RR
YD,m

CASEm

C

IPCASElm GPSCASEm

YD,k

CASEk

S

IPCASEk GPSCASEk

Figure 6. Accessing RRDB from ordinary users having no security associations.
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5. Discussions
To monitor the movement situation of targets, who are likely to spread COVID-19
infection in real-time, is a prerequisite condition to prevent the spread of COVID-19.
In addition, identifying their movements should be done globally, not limited to specific
regions. From this perspective, it is explained below how the paper meets the seven issues
mentioned in the introduction explaining the merits of the proposed public platform for
COVID-19 tracking. It also suggests the need for further research.
5.1. Benefits of the Proposed Platform
5.1.1. Authentication
CDC and SDNC are all trusted institutions. At the security association stage between
CDC and SDNC, it is possible to ensure mutual authentication because the DH variables
switch between two trusted institutions. Usually, CDC legally requires vIoT nodes to take
compulsory measures such as reporting their location information. Besides, when the CDC
provides variables related to security to vIoT nodes, it is made offline. Therefore, there is
no need to worry about problems such as mutual authentication on an online basis. The
Update RR message contains the value of the vIoT node ID in an AES-encrypted form
and that in a transparent way. Receiving the Update RR message, SDNC first searches
SDNC-side secret value corresponding to the value of the vIoT node ID in a transparent
way. Then, the SDNC computes its DH key with which it decrypts the AES-encrypted part
in the message. Then, SDNC can authenticate the vIoT node, which sent the Update RR
message by checking whether the encrypted value of the vIoT node ID and that in a clear
form is the same.
5.1.2. Confidentiality
Though anyone can access RRDB, authorized users with the relevant secret keys can
decipher the critical fields in the RRs because each RR is encrypted with its unique secret
key and then stored. So, all RRDB entries are secure as long as their corresponding DH
keys are safe. In addition, all data is registered, retrieved, and sent using the identifier of
the vIoT node ID. So even if a hacker uses a traffic analysis attack to find the identifier, it
is hard to conclude that this is someone’s identity. In this respect, there is no need to be
exposed to personal identity.
5.1.3. Scalability
N and P are the numbers of persons tracked by the CDC and CDCs in the world.
As both N and P increase, Quality of service still needs to be ensured. The 128-bit space
of the DH key in this paper enables each CDC to accommodate 2128 essentials under its
management. In addition, the same group members, which belong to a specific CDC, use
the unique set of global parameters. This set consists of a large prime number of q and α
integer that is the primitive root of q. Considering that P CDCs use different sets of global
parameters for their DH key exchanges, that is, qi , αi where i = 1, 2, 3, · · · , P, the global
public platform can guarantee scalability in spite of the increase of P. That means the
proposed SDNC works with N × P different secret keys where N is the number less than
2128 . This paper argues that the world must use this type of platform capable of creating
this many secret keys in time.
5.1.4. Quality of Service on Latency
DH algorithm uses the computation of modular exponentiation, that is the only reason
to cause a latency problem from the viewpoints of security management. To generate
BVT, CDC and SDNC each needs N times time required to compute the unit modular
exponentiation. However, completing BVT does not require real-time operation, so the
computing load of this degree is not a problem in the latency aspect of the DH key exchange.
As long as the authentication check goes completed, “Update RR” messages from the vIoT
nodes are registered as new entries into the RRDB or updated as the changed entry contents
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without any processing. Therefore, even if the amount of N × P increases, SDNC-side
latency that occurs to process the RRDB content is not a problem. When SDNC receives a
“Query RRs” message, it searches the relevant RRs that match with the index list requested
and acknowledges the matched RRs without any processing such as encryption and
decryption. So, even if the amount of N × P increases, SDNC-side latency that occurs to
handle world-wide Query/Reply tries is not a problem. For CDCs and ordinary users who
receive “Reply RRs” messages, the time it takes to complete the Query/Reply procedure
can decrease considerably because of the same reasons as mentioned above.
We built a testbed to obtain latency data that explain how long it takes to complete
the Update RR procedure and compute the shared DH keys in a real environment. In our
testbed shown in Figure 7, the SDNC’s subnet link operates over Wi-Fi with a data rate of
72 Mbps. The Update RR procedure takes time to completion of the DH key agreement
between peers. So this latency consists of the round trip network delay and DH key
computation time. While the round trip network delay relies on the network traffic
condition, the DH key computation time mainly depends on the DH key size. In addition,
the DH key computation time varies depending on the Update RR request rates. As shown
in Table 1, this paper considers two conditions: CPU conditions of I and II:
•
•

CPU condition I assumes that the smartphone’s CPU power is almost free when the
Update RR request arrives.
CPU condition II assumes that the smartphone’s CPU power is already occupied by
other Update RR requests by 35% when the Update RR request arrives.

Virtual IoT node
(ID = Case # i)
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K D,i = YS,i XD, i mod q
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C
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update an
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Look for XS,i
corresponding to
YD,i.

K S,i = YD,i XS, i mod q
DKS,i (E KD,i (CASE i||IPCASE i||GPS CASE i))

OK

Update RRDB.
Time

Figure 7. Testbed to obtain experimental data that complete the Update RR procedure in a real environment.
Table 1. Two different conditions related to the degree of Update RR request rates.

Background CPU
Utilization

Operational Conditions

CPU

CPU
condition
I

Intel
i7-10700
2.90 GHz

2%

CPU
condition
II

Intel
i7-10700
2.90 GHz

35%
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Our testbed runs a web’s application where the VioT node sends an HTTP request. It
contains the safe part encrypted with the CDC-side key of K D,i , that is, E AES KD,i (YD,i , CASEi ,
IPCASEi , GPSCASEi ) as well as its blind value of YD,i in a clear form. As SDNC receives the
HTTP request, it first searches SDNC-side secret value (XS,i ) corresponding to the blind
value of YD,i from its SADB. Then, the SDNC computes the DH key as KS,i = YD,i XS,i modq
and carries out the AES-decryption process of D AES KS,i ( E AES KD,i (YD,i , CASEi , IPCASEi ,
GPSCASEi )) using the SDNC-side key of KS,i . The SDNC authenticates the Update RR
message by checking if the decrypted value of YD,i equals to the blind value of YD,i in
the message. Then, SDNC updates YD,i -indexed entry in its RRDB and sends Update OK
message to the vIoT node. The SDNC-playing server computes the DH key. We deal
with four different keys: 512-bit DH key, 1024-bit DH key, 2048-bit DH key, and 3072-bit
DH key. The vIoT node uses a CPU core clock of 1.2 GHz and Android version 5.0.2.
The SDNC-playing web server operates with a CPU core of 2.90 GHz. We repeat HTTP
sessions 20 times for each DH key to obtain the latency data and DH key computation
time. So, the delay from the departure of the Update RR request to the Update OK’s arrival
includes network delay and DH key computation time.
Figure 8 shows the experimental data that explains how long it takes for the vIoT node
to complete the Update RR procedure. The measured latency includes the two main factors
of the network delay and DH key computation delay. It is shown that latency results differ a
lot, depending on the DH key size. If the DH key size increases to 1024 bits, latency reaches
around one second. For the DH key size of 3072 bits, it approaches 10 s. As shown in the
lower graph, latency variation increases as the key size become large. Considering that our
virtual IoT-based monitoring platform uses the 128-bit DH key, latency requirement for the
DH key agreement can be satisfied enough.
100,000

Latency, ms

Latency for DH key agreement under CPU condition I

10,000
1000
100
512

1024

2048

3072

Standard Deviation (STD), ms

DH key size, bits
100,000
Standard deviation (STD) of DH key agreement latency under CPU condition I

10,000
1000
100
512

1024

2048

3072

DH key size, bits

Figure 8. Update RR latency to completion of the DH key agreement between peers.

Figure 9 shows the experimental data that explains the DH key computation time
under CPU condition I. DH key computation delays differ a lot, depending on the DH key
size. For the DH key size of 3072 bits, the key computation delay approaches 10 s where the
component of network delay has no effects. As shown in the lower graph, latency variation
increases as the key size become large. Considering that the DH key computation delay
decreases below 100 ms for the 512-bit DH key, our virtual IoT-based monitoring platform,
which uses the 128-bit DH key, satisfies the requirements DH key computation latency.
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Computation time, ms

Figure 10 shows how the DH key computation time differs as the Update RR request
rates vary. It is shown that the DH key computation latency difference between CPU
conditions of I and II becomes more considerable as the key size increases. However,
the difference can be negligible for the case of the 512-bit DH key. So, it can be concluded
that our virtual IoT-based monitoring platform, which uses the 128-bit DH key, satisfies the
requirements DH key computation latency even under the condition that the computing
power of 35% is occupied with handling the massive Update RR requests.
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Figure 9. Latency to compute shared DH keys under CPU condition I.
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Figure 10. Latency to compute shared DH keys under CPU condition II.
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5.2. Further Study Area
5.2.1. Expansion of Information Providers
Even in athletic stadiums and rallies, CDC can assign the “Type” field values to the
event organizers and rally organizers. The attractive Type field is PT (Public Transport).
If a passenger traveling by bus wants to know whether the corona related person is on the
bus he or she is riding, sending the query to SDNC is enough to obtain the information
whether there is a COVID person on the bus. Therefore, follow-up research is needed to
establish the roles and obligations of the vIoT support nodes, engage them as information
providers of the platform, and analyze the limits that the platform can afford to accept
various “Type” fields.
5.2.2. Intelligent Searching Algorithm
To receive COVID status information for passengers traveling in the same vehicle, SDN
requires high-quality RRDB search capability. For example, if an ordinary user is traveling
by bus, the user will send a Query with his (her) location and means of transportation to
SDNC. Then, the SNDC must find the bus driver’s RR data, which changes in the same
pattern as this passenger and return searched RRDB entries for the COVID vIoT nodes in
the vehicle changing the position along with the same road as the bus driver. So, future
work includes an intelligent search algorithm to improve accuracy in such searches.
5.2.3. CDC Rating Algorithm
It is necessary to verify the reliability of the RRDB contents. For example, in the various
world-wide CDCs, their operating levels are quite different. Therefore, it is essential to
evaluate the rating of the RRDB provided by a particular CDC. That is why the SDNC
should have a CDC rating algorithm using AI technology.
6. Conclusions
Existing relevant contributions suggest a holistic vision of IoT-enabled smart communities utilizing various IoT devices. Compared to existing approaches, this paper aims to
design a global platform for monitoring and tracking to prevent COVID-19. In this paper,
a vIoT node is a confirmed case or a suspected infection. CDC forcibly installs a virtual
IoT node in applications on the smartphone of a confirmed case or a suspected infection
that need monitoring and tracking in its control range. As a centralized center of the
platform, SDNC collects location-related information from vIoT nodes belonging to all the
distributed CDCs. Each vIoT node is responsible for updating this information to SDNC
on a real-time basis. This updating procedure and maintaining relevant data in SDNC are
secure because of shared secret keys between a specific vIoT node and SDNC. The CDC can
monitor the complete information for monitoring and tracking the vIoT nodes under its
control. Unlike vIoT nodes, an ordinary user can obtain the resource data of SDNC except
for privacy-related data even though the user does not maintain any security associations.
Our platform’s design aims to ensure individual privacy to every vIoT node, while SDNC
provides real-time information services to ordinary users as much as possible. In addition,
our platform meets system scalability and reduces Update latency for a vIoT node and
Query/Reply latency to normal users, where the platform accommodates a large number
of world-wide CDCs and persons in control per CDC. Our analytical results proved that
our virtual IoT-based monitoring platform, which uses the 128-bit DH key, satisfies the
latency requirement for real-time Updates between vIoT and SDNC.
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